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TO JUDGE OF THE EFFECTS OF THE ARCS OF DIRECTIONS. 137

reverse of the foregoing, danger of loss from writings, bonds, lawsuits, 
controversy, trade, or office. To the place or bad aspects of the 
Moon, danger of sickness, not well to take journey s, especially if either 
of them rules the 3rd or 9th ; disputation with wife or female foes, it 
she rule the 7th ; death to a female, if she rules the 8th, or be on its 
cusp: to the good aspects of the Moon, advantages from females, also 
by speculations in those things found in 176. l o  the D ragons 
Head, by bad aspect, unexpected adversity ; but the good aspects 
produce unlooked-for prosperity : the bad aspects o f the Dragon s 
Tail is bad, bringing disagreement with some of his acquaintance ; but 
the good aspects ;ue of very little importance.

Saturn to tits own asjwcts, or to those o f other Planets.

594. Saturn to his own good aspects is pewerful in producing good 
according to the power he has at birth ; it ruler of the 1st or 6th, 
health generally g o a l ; if ruler of the 2nd, pecuniary affairs are pros
perous ; if o f the tOtlr, business is permanently good, with saturnine 
honor ; his ill aspects act the reverse, producing sickness or loss, or 
other calamities, according to the house Saturn rules, l o  the body 
or good  aspect oi Jupiter, slight honor, health, wealth, and dignity 
from the favour o f the- great: to his ill aspects, slight dishonor and 
indisposition, with some loss, if either of them is ruler of the Kith or 
2nd ; bad for journeys, if rulers of the 3rd or 9th. Saturn to thegood  
aspects of .Mars, and Mars be well affected, then martial preferment, 
the native would do well in metals : yet he is given to dissemble, 
especially if ruler of the 12th or 8th ; and the bad aspects produce 
danger among thieves ; if ruler of the 7th or 6th, bad servants; if 
ruler of the 8th or 4th, danger o f falls or bruises, during these effects 
it will be well for the native to be as little busied as possible with any 
new undertaking. To the bodg or bad aspects of the Sun, dishonor 
and loss in trade, if ruler of the lOth or 2nd, his expectations are frus
trated ; sickness if the Sun is hyleg, or either of them rule the 6th, or 
8th, or 1st: their </oodaspects, not any thing important beyond the na
tive being thoughtful, sparing, and he may attempt to obtain some office 
o f trust ( 0  to b ) .  Saturn to the bodg or good aspects of Venus, the 
native is inclined to be immodest, given up to pleasure and company. 
The ill aspects, are productive o f disputation with females, or with his 
wife if rulers of the 7th. TotheiW yor ill aspect of M ercury, the native 
is subtile, craftv, knavish, vexed by words or writings, his fancy per
plexed, children disobedient if ruler of the 5th, dull o f  apprehension, 
and he’ will affect gravity: the good aspects, he is conceited, full of 
whims, loves curiosity,'and is studious and reserved. The forty or 
bad aspects of the J/oow, makes him changeable, he is plagued with 
coughs, colds, and rheumatisms, it the Moon is hvleg, or ruler ol the 
6th or 8th : he disagrees with his wife if in the 7th, or with the go
verness thereof; subject to enemies if ruler of the 12th: the good  
aspects produce gain by all agricultural pursuits, and at this time 
farmers’ masons (170), &c. are fortunate. Passing the 10th, trouble 
and difficulty by or through connexions formed at that time, espe
cially if R. Passing the 4th, evil effects except counteracted by fa
vourable configurations or circumstances in ^opciation at^tjie same
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time. Passing the 2nd, generally some great change in the native’s 
pursuits in the world, often leading him into important speculations. 
Common sign on this cusp at birth, and Saturn therein, confer a rest
less, unsettled, speculative turn of mind: constantly removing or 
changing his business or pursuits, fond of travelling. Passing the 
11th or 5th, lasting friendship. To the S , honor and happiness; to 
S ,  dishonor, contempt, malice, shame, enemies. To © , increase of 
fortune if he was strong at birth.

Jupiter to his men asprets, or Transits to other Planets.

595. To his own pltire, or good aspect of others, much benefit, 
good health, an increase of acquaintances, respect and estimation. 
To Herschel, popularity and gain ; but the ill aspects, disrepute and 
loss of honor : to Saturn, if Saturn be good in the radix, an augmen
tation of good ; and if Jupiter rule the 1st, or come to bad aspect of 
Saturn, clanger to the native, sorrow, implacable adversaries, and lin
gering indisposition, especially if Saturn rules the 1st, 6th, or 8th ; 
but in the 12th, many secret sorrows : to the good aspect of .1 Tars, 
profit by travel, commerce, kindred, and honorable men ; but to the 
ill aspects, the reverse : to the body or bad aspect of Sol, denotes no 
good ; prejudice from persons of character ; but the good aspects, the 
reverse. Over the place of Venus, happiness, health of body, content 
o f mind, with pecuniary advantages; the bad aspects are of but little 
moment, yet slight dishonor from a female or lover. Benefits when 
transiting the angles, except they are occupied by the sign Gemini, 
Virgo, or Capricorn. To the body or good  aspect of M ercury, inge
nuity, studious, and associates with good men. Transiting the body 
o f the .1 loon, popularity, health, wealth, and honor by the common
alty, or by a lady, he may have a child born if married, especially if in 
the 5th house ; if in the 3rd, a journey, and visiting among neigh
bours and relations. Transiting the Q,, good fame, and gain ; but the 
S , shame and contempt: transitting the © , augmentation o f property. 
Passing the 10th, honor and good trade; the 11th, friends, and gain 
by trade ; the 12th, to a farmer, great good, and toothers less anxious 
fears.

Mars to his oum place or Transiting others,

596. Mars to Herschel, a fe\ er or inflammatory dealings: to Saturn, 
many sorrows, controversy, and sickness; intends short journeys, 
which will be attended with annoyance and disappointment: death in 
the family of an aged person : to Jupiter, advantages from profession 
and professional characters : to his own place, danger by fire, he forms 
new acquaintances, and may gain by martial procedures : to the Sun, 
imprisonment is threatened, and the disapprobation of some great 
man : yet, if well situated, it may give him a chance of advancement. 
To Venus, an infamous course o f fife; disputation with lover, wife, or 
mistress ; given to gluttony and drunkenness. To M ercury, predis
poses him to lying and cheating, with deception in his transactions, 
except Mercury be in the house of Venus. To the Moon, he asso
ciates with bad company, fond of women and wandering. To the 9>, 
success in war, quarrels, and duels: to the IS, rashness, cowardice, 
and liable to perils. To the © , profit in trade, good for speculating.
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'To his own good aspects, lie does well in business; his bad aspects 
the reverse : over the cusp o f the 1st, disputation and rash proceed
ings; indisposed, fretful, well not to undertake any new business, 
neither form any new acquaintanceships ; to the 2nd, or its ruler, 
danger o f bad bargains, neither buy nor trust: to the 3rd, disputations 
with relations ; go no short journeys : to the 4th, of little effect, ex
cept to the native’s father : to the 5th, or its nder, bad time for spe
culating and to his children; take no species of pleasure : to the 6th, 
or its ruler, danger of sickness, and loss from thievish servants : to 
the 7th, or its lord, ill agreement with wife or lover ; danger of law
suit; if 11, bustle and contention ; danger of loss o f situation, and has 
many public enemies : to the 8th, death in the family: to the 9th, bad 
long journeys, and sickness to the father: to the 10th, loss of honor ; 
and if R, trouble and difficulty ; well not to form any new connexions: 
to the 11th, hasty procedures; if R, violent and hasty; to the 12th, 
many enemies.

Venus to her men aspects, or Transiting others.

597. To the body of Herschel, some unexpected and sudden evil 
from females: to the ill aspects of Saturn, a libidinous course of life, 
troub'e and crosses; disagrees with wife or husband, especially in the 
7th : to Jupiter, the good aspects, an increase of wealth, virtue, and 
pleasure; visits his kindreds and friends; proiits from persons in 
rank; feels disposed to be pious and useful: to the body of Mars, 
marriage, given to pleasure and debauchery; keeps ill company and 
fond of gaming: to the Sun, honor, pleasure, favor of respectable 
persons; if Sun be ill dignified, then evil attends the native ; jealous 
of hia wife or lover: to her n n t n  place, all things succeed, enjoys 
health, given to pleasure, music, dancing, itc .: to the place o f Mercu
ry, if both Venus and Mercury were well situated at birth, gives honor 
and gain by literature ; he studies poetry and science : to the Moon, 
the native is changeable, obtains new acquaintances, and seeks female 
company : passing the cusp of the angles is good, the other houses 
o f little importance: to the 3 ,  makes him happy: to the ft, gives 
him disgrace by hide courses: t o © , gaiu, especially from women, 
and from all commodities signified by Venus. (174).

M em  try to his tnrn aspec tsy <rr Transiting others.

598. To Herschel, gain by writings and science, (1G9): to Saturn, 
profit by husbandry, buildings, old persons; but inclines the native 
to knavery, (162): to Jupiter, a good time for gaining office, he gains 
bv trade and is honorably emploved: to A fare, inclined to all things 
brave, and magnanimous (164) ; but Mars weak, inclined to lying, 
cheating, wrangling with relations, and he falls into quarrels: to Sol, 
honor and preferment; but the bad aspects, busy in controversy, and 
meets with disappointments ; bills of all descriptions should he avoid
ed : to Venus, given to pleasure, carding, yet healthful and agreeable : 
to his own place, preferment; passing the angles, look well to his 
accounts: to the Moon, business, journeys, changes, new friends, 
and many advantages; if the Moon was strong at birth, then very 
good ; if ill dignified, the reverse, (578): to 3 ,  credit front business;
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to 2?, loss and damage, with many little annoyances and disadvan
tages : to © , gain by mercurialists, 170, and by some trades.

Moon's transits.

599. To Herschel, sudden good or ill, as Ilerschel is dignified, 565 : 
to Saturn, the native is low spirited, pensive, meets with crosses, and 
is contentious about property, or with old persons: to Jupiter, health, 
contentment, good company, journeys by land ; to the married an in
crease of family, or pleasure from those born: to Mars, sickness, con
troversy, danger iu travelling; much wrangling with servants; and 
danger to the eyesight: to Venus, pleasure, according ns Venus is 
situated at birth ; beware of scandal under bad aspects : to the Sun, 
frowns or injuries; changes of residence : to M ercury, journeys, 
gain by merchandise ; a good period for buying and selling: to &, 
credit and repute, especially among females : to 23, loss of credit and 
estate; vexation from females : to © , profit; but if badly situated at 
birth, then loss and disappointment.

600. I have always observed those times to be unfortunate to a 
native, when the luminaries are transiting, the conjunction, square, 
or opposition of the radical place of Herschel, Saturn, or Mars, espe
cially if Sol or Luna happen to square their own place at the same 
tim e; or if the preceding lunation was in an evil place. Some re
markable evil event is generally at hand when the Sun is in opposi
tion ; or the Moon in square at the same time to a radical malefic.

CHAPTER X X X IV .

OF SECONDARY OR PIlOORIiSSIVE D IR EC TION S.

601. All the directions hitherto contemplated and perspicuously 
explained are called p r i m a r y  d ir e c t io n s ; because they operate 
sometimes several weeks, 4b 1. Secondary Directions are weaker 
than primary, and are those configurations and familiarities of the 
planets which arise daily from their Geocentric Longitude in the 
zodiacal signs, and their parallels of declination. All aspects to the 
planets or to the angles, that happen on the first day after birth, cor
respond to the first year, those of the second, to the second year, and 
so on. 'I'he nature o f the event may be very clearly pointed out by 
paragraphs 593 to 600. These directions endure only a few weeks; 
the aspects of the Sun and the Moon Operate about two months; Sa
turn and Herschel, three months ; those of Mars are soon over, but 
are very effective. Parallels falling in the sign C a ]tricorn or Cancer, 
continue a great length of time in operation. The aspects of the Moon 
with other planets are soon over. To judge more particularly, we 
must take into consideration the effects

O F P E R IO D IC  R E V O L U T IO N S .

602. Each of the planets has a complete period of its own, entirely 
distinct from every other motion which it may acquire, either in the
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zodiac or in the world ; and a Problem is prepared for the working 
o f these important periodic aspects. And here follow

The effects o f Vie Periodic Direction o f Saturn.

603. Saturn directed to his radical place of the Sun, is evil according 
to the house in which it falls, (146) causing discredit, loss o f honor, 
makes the native changeable, weekness of sight; sickness, especially 
if the Sun be hyleg, or ruler of the 6th or 8th ; the good  aspects not 
much effect: to the Moon, evil, deaths among relations : to Venus, 
trouble through women, he keeps company with imprudent persons, 
and is dishonored by the same; and if Venus be lady of the 7th, pre
judice to the wife, and disappointments through love affairs, &c. : to 
Mercury, troubles in business, through writings, youthful persons, 
children disobedient, (if any) he is dull o f apprehension, Nx.: to Mars, 
accidents, danger among thieves ; but the good aspects and Mars well 
affected, short journeys, gain by military or martial preferment: to 
Jupiter, loss of money ; the good aspects, slight honor, dignity from 
persons in power.

The effects o f M ars by periodic revolution.

604. Mars produces a variety of evil, but the effects are soon over. 
To Herschel, danger of sickness, pains in the head ; under this the 
native must not bathe, danger of thieves, falls, fires, gunshot, & c.; if 
in the 6th, 4th, or 8th, danger of fractures from falls; if in the 9th or 
3rd, very dangerous on railways—do not speculate ; to Saturn’s ill as
pects, death to some distant relation ; if in the 10th, loss of office ; if 
in the 7th, controversy or law, with aflliction to his enemies : to Ju
piter, gain by kindred, the clergy, great cattle, lawyers, See.; if ill as
pects, then the reverse : to Venus, love intrigues, or marriage, espe
cially if these were in good aspect with each other, or with the Sun ; 
surfeit and infamy if in bad aspects : to Mercury, by body or bad as
pect, inclined to dissemble, quarrel, evil speaking; bad for writings, 
bonds, lawsuits, old debts : to the Moon, given to drink, ill company, 
short journeys ; slander from females, &c. 569. When Mars returns 
to his own place at nineteen years o f age, and then is in good aspect 
of Sol or Venus, the native either marries or is engaged in love.

The effects o f Jupiter by periodic revolution.

605. Over the Sun's place, friendship, prosperity, and honorable 
acquaintances ; health and gain ; the bad aspect, sickness, loss of 
office, or honor, 547 : over the Moon, marriage, or gain by a woman ; 
healthful and popularity; reputation from the common people ; he takes 
a journey, or may have a child bom, if married, 567; passing over the 
place of Mercury, gain in business, he seeks the company of learned 
persons; he is ingenious and inclined to science : over Mars, in a male 
natus, friends ; in a female horoscope, courtship or marriage ; profits 
by travelling, but danger of indisposition; by commerce and by kin
dreds : over Saturn, renewal of old acquaintance, esteem may be an
ticipated ; but if Saturn be ill aspected, many sorrows, enemies, &c.: 
over Herschel, or his good aspects, gain, studious if either rule the 
9th, inventive, and sudden benefits ; to bad aspects, the reverse.
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37» '  effects o f the Sun by ¡icrioilic revolution.

606. The Sun is an active siguificator of honor, credit, and acci
dentally of life and health. Mis flood aspects to Iierschel, sudden 
honors and advancements, the ill aspects, dishonor and pecuniary 
losses; death to a distant relation ; his bad aspects to Saturn (544), 
or to Mars (548) is decidedly dangerous. Every one who has the 
Sun afflicted at birth, has an illness or peculiar trouble every 10th 
year. The flood aspects of Jupiter (546), or of Venus (55(1), is very 
fortunate, according to the house ruled, 476. Coming to the M. C., 
benefits in profession or business, but if in bad aspect of Mars at the 
time, then evil may occur: to good aspects of Mercury, journeys, 
removals, active business, and successful lawsuits, 552 : his bad as
pects, troubles by similar means, frauds from young persons, servants, 
&c. 553: to good aspects of the Moon, preferment, or an important 
change in circumstances, marriage or courtship, 555 : his ill aspects, 
sickness, extravagant, fickleness, &c. 556.

The effects o f the Moon by periodic revolution.

607. The Moon is powerful, producing numerous inferior events, 
which however light they may appear, do not fail to cause much pass
ing annoyance or transitory benefit; her effects are frequently antici
pated nearly three weeks, but seldom prolonged. To Herschel, a 
sudden journey, or public office : to Saturn by ill aspect, loss and an
noyances; to good aspect, benefits, 556: to Jupiter, generally good, 
567 : to Venus, benefits by females, marriage, or children, 574 and 
575: to Mercury, sudden slight changes, 577 and 578: to Mars, ad
vancement, 570 ; his ill aspects, loss by frauds, disease, and death of 
relations, 569.

The effects o f Venus by periotlic revolution.

608. Venus’s effects are transient, hut generally good and agree
able (184): over the Sun, marriage, health, an inclination to enjoy 
pleasure and amusement, 550: her ill aspect cause troubles by fe
males, and by free living, producing disease and discredit, disappoint
ment in marriage, slander, and many vexations, 551 : her aspects to 
Jupiter are good or ill according to Jupiter’s power in the figure at 
birth: to Saturn or Mars, evil, disappointment, and sickness: to 
Iierschel, benefits in the family: to Mercury, fond of study and 
science : to the Moon, or M. C. honor, pleasure, and prosperity, 571 : 
to ill aspect, sickness and sorrow, produced from previous pleusure.

The effects o f M ercury by periwlio revolution.

609. Over Iierschel, turmoil with money and bills, the native’s 
creditors are unjust, and his debtors are dilatory. The situation of 
Mercury must be particularly noted, especially those planets with 
which lie is in parallel, as be partakes strongly of the nature of those 
planets with which lie is connected by aspect, and will act according
ly. If evil, at birth, and come to ill aspect of the Moon, or the hyleg, 
mental diseases, epilepsy, &c., may be expected. Ilis good  aspects 
generally give journeys, removals, much activity in business, and ge
neral success.
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77/» effects o f  H crsc/iel by periodic revolution.

610. Whatever good he may produce, when aspecting, will be of 
a sudden description, and out of the common course o f things. His 
evil aspects to the hyleg are very evil, bringing death into the fami
ly : in ill aspect to Moon, Sun, or Venus, decidedly evil in domestic 
affairs, disorder and turmoil ; he is equally evil in love, and pecu
liarly inimical to the fair sex : over Saturn or Mars, very evil, great 
care must be taken in health and wealth, matrimony and business.

611. Upon delivering judgment on any o f these species o f direc
tions, it is absolutely necessary to pay the greatest attention to the 
nature and quality o f the aspects ; for it often happens that a.pri
mary direction may import much good, when, at the same time, a 
malignant secondary, or a periodic configuration may come up o f so 
strong and powerful a nature as to frustrate all the beneficial effects 
portended by the former. The want o f attending to this, has fre
quently confounded our modern practitioners; who, confiding in 
the benignant tendency o f some extraordinary good aspect in the 
zodiac, have promised an advance o f fortune to the native, which 
has never come to pass, because o f counter-aspects of this latter 
order. Hence it must appear to every rational mind, and experi
mental astral student, that the strictest caution, and the utmost de
liberation are necessary, in forming our opinion on the directions 
upon a nativity ; for, if  at least we err in this, all our labour is lost, 
and the unfortunate enquirer is deluded with vain expectations o f a 
happy run of good fortune, or fearful o f some dreadful catastrophe, 
neither o f which, by the nature o f the stars, was ever intended to 
happen.

CHAPTER X X X V .

W e do not consider any more kinds o f directions than the two 
following: namely, 1st,

OF R E V O L U T IO N A R Y  F IG U R E S .

612. A revolutionary figure is the exact position o f the Heavens at 
the moment the Sun returns to the same degree and minute he pos
sessed the moment the native was lorn. The judgments of a revolu
tion are easy to be understood, by considering in what house and sign 
in the revolution, the radical significators are posited, for according 
to the cordent or discordent positions and configurations, so must we 
judge. If the radical figure be unfortunate, the native will reap but 
little benefit from a promising revolution : for a radical evil c in never 
be eradicated by an accidental good, though the evil may be mitigated.

613. Compare the figure of the revolution with that of birth, and 
observe how the cusp of the houses and the significators agree, or are 
disposed, for upon these the judgment depends. I f  the revolutioual 
Ascendant and 11. C. be in good aspect with the radical, or be the 
same with the angles, signify good health, prosperous, and an increase
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of substance ; especially if the lords of the Ascendants be well digni
fied. I f  the Ascendant of the revolution be in had aspect with the 
angles of the radix, then evil will he lelt that year, according to the 
signification of the revolutionary Ascendant did signify in the radix.

fil l. If the planets are returned to their radical place, or in sextile, 
trine, parallel, or any good aspect thereto, shew a good  revolution. 
I f  the planets are in had aspect to their radical situation, then evil 
may necessarily be anticipated.

file. I f the sign of the radical 6th, 7th, or 12th, he the 1st of the 
revolution, in that year may be expected sickness, open foes, imbe
cility of body, and such things as those houses signify ; and more 
especially if those houses or their lords were evilly disposed at birth. 
The sign of the 7th in the radix being the 1st, o f the revolution, shews 
contentions, animosities, lawsuits, the native either marries or desires 
to do so.

C16. Whenever you find the lord of the radical 2nd, Part of For
tune, or Jupiter, in the revolution 2nd, the native shall be pecuniari
ly advantaged, and augmentation of patrimony by things or persons 
signified by that house, &c. If the lord of the 2nd of the radix be in 
the 3rd, of the revolution, denotes gain by short journeys, kindreds, 
or neighbours ; and if lord of the 2nd be also in sextile or trine, with 
the lord of the 3rd, in the radix, the above elfects will be felt. If 
with the lord of the 4th, by a father, prosperity. I f  in the 5th, or in 
sextile or trine to its lord, gain by children, speculation, gaming, 
sports, selling of spices, liquors. If in the fitli, or in sextile or trine 
with its radical lord, gain by servants, workmen, small cattle, tenants. 
Proceed in this way through all the houses, and if the significators bo 
ceil, then judge ill from the above portentious, &c.

fil7. So that it appears, that the significators of substance in a re
volution, is not the lord of the 2nd in the revolution, but the lord o f  
the 2nd in the radix ; the same understand of the rest of the houses. 
The revolution is firmer if the same sign ascend as that which ascend
ed at birth : the same, if those planets which were lords of the house 
in the radix be lords of the same in the revolution, though they pos
sess not the same sign. Tf in the revolution any of the planets be
hold the radical jdaers o f Sun, Moon, Jupiter, Part of Fortune, or 
Venus, by good aspect, are very good signs ; and so much the more 
if they behold them in the revolution with fortunate aspects. Hut the 
contrary effects will bo felt if the aspects are evil; as, 201.

618. In every revolution in which the planets are contrarihj dis
posed to those in the radix, though of themselves be tolerably situa
ted, yet they signify evil; as, if at birth all the planets were above the 
earth and the revolution, any planets well aspected below the earth, 
they will have but little portention to good, &c. Ill may be expected 
when Hcrschel, Saturn, Mars, or IS passes over the Ascendant or 
M. C. of the revolutional figure.

619. Observe in what house the Sun is posited, and o f what he is 
ruler, and accordingly those things which he signifies, will be either 
good or evil, honorable or dishonorable, joy or sorrow, according as 
the Sun is well or ill placed in the revolution ; and the good or evil 
may be known from the house in which the Sun is posited at the re
volution, and by the nature of the impediting planet.
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620. The planets of a revolution have no relation to the native, as 
lord of the houses of the revolution, but only from their radical posi
tion and domination; for the 1st o f a revolution is not the native’s 
Ascendant, but only an accidental Ascendant.

621. The transit o f body or Conjunction, is much more powerful 
than any aspect; and Sun or Moon transiting Herschel. Saturn, or 
Mars, or their opposition, especially if the luminaries he rulers of the 
Ascendant, will prove inimical, death or sickness if the by left be af
flicted by direction. If Herschel, Saturn, Mars, or Mercury, was 
radically unfortunate, although they transit the angles, the places of 
Jupiter, Venus, Sun, or Moon, signify no good but losses, crosses, 
troubles, quarrels, and ill management o f affairs, the same also when 
they pass their square or opposition ; but when they pass their sextile, 
or trine, are adjunct of good if they have dignities in those places. 
We are to take great care of the transitu, as we have before noticed 
their effects in part, together with the in y re sse s  and Problems are 
provided for them— as for the

L U N A T IO N S

622. They are the full and new Moon immediately precedi»<) any 
important event, which generally shew, by the position of the lumi
naries, as regards tne planets’ places in the radix, and at the revolu
tion the nature o f the events to follow.

O F  T R A N S I T S  O F  P I .A N F .T S .

623. Transits are the planets’ passing over important places o f a 
radical figure, its Asc., M. C., and other parts o f primary significa
tion; also o f the eratics aspecting the place o f a planet, or the pass
ing of one body over the place o f another in both nata and revolu
tions. Transits o f good planets signify good, but by evil places and 
as; ects they denote evil : transits of Ilerschel, Saturn, and Jupiter, 
are o f great importance, for they never pass u ithout sensible effects. 
Transits o f the planets are easily perceived by Siinmovite's Ephem- 
eris, in which the aspects are also calculated to the very moment 
when they take place. Observe the day on which any of the planets 
by body or aspect, good or evil, pass any o f the cusps o f the houses 
o f the natus, or that degree wherein the planets possessed at birth.

624. In all transits observe the inherent properties o f the tran- 
sitor ; the radical determination o f the transit; and the state, capa
city, or condition o f the native at the time, o f the transit; as the 
transition may be strong or weak— fortunate or unfortunate— as to 
the planet or place transited. If Ilerschel, Saturn, Mars, or Mer- 
curv, was radically unfortunate, although they transit the body or 
good aspect o f the. angles or planets, they signify no good, but the 
contrarv. If one bad transit, is speedily succeeded by another evil 
one, and more especially the same place or body, during a coherent 
direction or revolution ; presages a duplication o f the signified evil, 
and consequently augments danger and misfortune.

G2f>. The actual transit of the Moon continues about 6 days—that 
of the Sun. 12 da vs—that of Jupiter 20 days—that of Saturn,’ 30 days 
— that of Mars about 9 days— that o f Mercury, 6 days—that of Venus,

u
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9 days— and the effect of Herschel’s transits, not less than 40 days. 
The transits of Luna discover the almost daily occurrences of life, 
and she must be particularly attended to. See on what day she casts 
a good  aspect to the cusp of the 2nd or its ruler, or a planet near its 
cusp, or to the © , and say, that is a good day, and profitable for get
ting in money, or transacting any bargain; but the evil aspects to 
these act contrarily.

626. If good planets, or the lord of the Ascendant, transit the M. C. 
or place of its lord, or its good aspects (200), good for seeking orders 
in business, situations, See., as the 10th house signifies. The ruler of 
the 1st, then health if a benefit!; sickness, he., if a malefic ; to the 
2nd, gain, & c.; to the ¡3rd by good aspect, a journey, friendship 
among brethren, he., and so judge of the rest.

E N D  OV B O O K  O N E .
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